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*?(* K-H 11 ly^M/toMÄiM« Tin--study 1* prcsriitcil ,1^ ., rotnpctcnl trralitiflll (if the Milijerl. \\(irtln of puh liration. Tin' I?;IIII| ('.orfHiralioii vninlii--fur tlir i|ti.ililv cif llir rcM-arch. wilhmit ru'fcssurilv fiidur-iiii; llir ii|iiiiiiiii-.md I om In^iun^ nf llir .inlhiirs. As the capability to use computers in such applications becomes better understood, certain hitherto unresolved questions of mathematics and chemistry become apparent.
This Memorandum considers the resolution of several of these problems, and should be of interest to both mathematicians and chemists. -XT "We use the phrase "chemical equilibrium problem" to denote the kind of mathematical problem discussed in ll] and elsewhere in the mathematical literature, without intending to confine ourselves to the narrower but included class of problems subsumed under that title in the chemical literature. See [5] for a partial bibliography of work on theoretical and computational aspects of chemical equilibrium problems.
-2. In Section 2 we study the existence of solutions to chemical equilibrium problems whose constraint sets are unbounded. We relate the existence (or nonexistence) of a solution to such a problem to an auxiliary chemical Theorem 9.9 as stated in [l] is incorrect. It should read "If H " Q is bounded and nonempty then D is nonempty." (The word "nonempty" was inadvertently omitted in [l] .) That is, chemical equilibrium problems in which the constraint set is bounded and nonempty, possess solutions.
-3-equilibriuni problem whose constraint set Is bounded. We incidentally obtain some information about the boundedness of the set of solutions to a problem whose constraint set Is unbounded.
Historical note. Before his death E. Eisenberg told us of his plans to publish conditions for the existence of solutions to one-phase chemical equilibrium problems whose constraint sets are unbounded. We have never seen these results and Elsenberg's work has not affected ours. However we posthumously acknowledge his priority for the one-phase case.
2. Existence of solutions to a chemical equilibrium problem whose constraint set is unbounded. Let Q be the nonnegative orthant of E , Euclidean n-space. Let F be a continuous, convex, real valued function on Q. We will assume that F is homogeneous of degree 1 (that is, F(tx) = tF(x) for all x " Q and t _ 0). F will be the free energy. To prove Theurem 2 we will need the following wellknown lemma.
LEMMA 3. Let C be a closed, unbounded, convex sublet of E n . There is ay-: F n -'0 such that x + ty ^ C for all x s C, t > 0.
Proof. Since C is unbounded, there are a " C and an unbounded sequence f z. of elements of C -' r a'. The set z. -a of -^ is an infinite, bounded subset of E which posseses lz i -a| Since F is continuous and convex, W is closed and convex. Since z ►■ W, W is nonempty. Hence, since F is continuous, it achieves its minimum on W at some x ' W.
Clearly, for any u r H -W, we have F(x) < F(z) < F(u). 
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a Tbese free energy parameters are on the mole-fraction scale and are dimensionless. Methods for deriving these constants from the equilibrium constants contained in the literature, which are often on other scales, are given in [5] , table. The viilues oC the b. Cor the system are given in Table 2 .
As an example of the practical use of tbe unboundedness concept, wo choose to simulate the operation of a C02-stat operating with the buffered soda-water system described above. That is, a chemical goal is set for the system in terms of, say, a specific partial pressure of CO2 in the gas phase thu.t is to be established and maintained in the system by adding an appropriate amount of CO2 to be obtained from the environment; the amount of CO^ to be added depends in a complex way on the values of the parameters.
The numerical problem of determining the amount of CO2 to be added, and the composition of the system after it has been added, could be solved in a variety of ways. For example, the linear and nonlinear equations describing the problem could be written down and numerically solved by some special purpose method peculiar to this particular problem. Alternatively, one could guess at the amount of COo to be added, solve the resulting chemical equilibrium problem with a standard chemical equilibrium program, systematically varying the amount of COo to be added to obtain the desired partial pressure of CO2 in the gas phase, and hopefully converge to the correct answer.
However, by using a procedure suggested by the concept of unbounded constraint sets, this problem can be solved by To accomplish the partial pressure goal set for CC^, we subtracted C2 + In g (where g is the goal mole fraction, .9, of CO., in the gas phase) from c^, c^, c-,,, c^r, and Cw, removed the last constraint (the C0 ? constraint), and solved the resulting "chemical equilibrium" problem. Note the peculiarity of the resulting problem: For example, the number of moles of CO-in the gas phase is effectively unconstrained; thus the mass balance space is unbounded. The computed composition of the buffered soda-water system is shown in Table 3 .
In accomplishing the partial pressure goal set for CO2, the volume of the gas phase became 2823 liters as about 100 moles (approximately 2540 liters) of CO2 were added to the system from the environment. The size of the gas phase was also influenced by evaporation (approximately .119 kg) of liquid lUO from the aqueous phase, and its movement into the gas phase to maintain water saturation as dry CO^ was added to the system. The pH of the aqueous phase became about 6.58 as a result of the acidifying influence of the added CO2.
The interested reader may verify the validity of this procedure.
We do not claim that the device illustrated will solve any chemical steady state problem, although it is applicable to a wide variety of such problems.
-15. Note: The actual calculations from which these values were derived were made using mole fractions throughout. In converting to the more familiar concentration scales shown here, the following conversion factors were used; 55.506 moles H 2 0 equals 1 kg H 2 0, 1 atm pressure equals 760 mm Hg. At 37 0 C and 1 atm pressure the volume of a mole of 0 2 , N 2 or H 2 0 is assumed to be that of a perfect gas, 25.43-1; and the volume of a mole of C0 2 is assumed to be 15. 111, 
